DONALD DERRY LIGHTNING HOLLOWER
Thank you for you interest in the Lightning Hollower Tool System. I have been refining these Hollowing Tools for several years
now and the response by the turning community has been overwhelmingly positive. The feed back received from th turners who
have worked with the tools indicates that ease of set up, compact size and rock solid performance are what make the system
unique and appealing. This is a complete, turn key system, ready to make a hollow form. You will not need to make or modify
any thing on you lathe, simply put it to work.
The original concept, using a square bar and a torque gate at the tool post is the brain child of my friend Ron Gerton. Ron
graciously agreed to allow me to develop his point of view into a system that would work on a mini lathe all the way up to the
heavy weights that have become a state of the art in the field . I did this to please my own high artistic standards for quality
tooling and also to have a system that would support my desire to easily teach beginners how to join the wonderful world of
hollow form turning. The system is so easy to learn that I actually taught an Oregon woman to make a small hollow form in one
afternoon. Nothing unusual about this except that she had virtually never used a lathe before.
The brass laser head is my own invention and solves many issues dealing with convenience and stability of adjusting the laser. I
didn't like the bulk, trial and error methods and the bouncing laser dot that most hollowing systems settle for. I solved these
problems by making an adjuster with an X, Y axis. It has micrometer like adjustments that needs no set screws to hold it in place.
Just dial i9t in and cut with confidence. When it is set it stays put and does not dance all over the place. Even the momentary
switch of the laser is held on by simply turning the laser a quarter turn in its holder.

If you have any questions about the Lighting Hollower set up or how to use it please call me at the number below. Again, thank
your interest in Derry Tools

Donald Derry

Donald Derry
7020 Mamastash Rd
Ellensburg Wa 98926
509-925-3538
donald@donaldderry.com

